
BRATISLAVA/PRAGUE: When David
landed an assembly line job at Volkswagen’s
Bratislava factory, his colleagues congratulated
him on securing a well-paid position he could
ride to retirement.

Two years later, he is among the 3,000 work-
ers being laid off at the plant that produces the
Volkswagen Touareg and Porsche Cayenne in a
round of job cuts that has sent shockwaves
through Slovakia, the world’s biggest car pro-
ducer per capita. “All my colleagues were saying
there’s nothing to worry about, if I get used to
the work load and work pace, the salary will
gradually increase and I will have a stable job
until retirement,” said David, who declined to
give his last name.

“And suddenly I get a call from human re-
sources and learn that I’m being let go.” The job
losses at the factory, Slovakia’s largest private
sector employer, underline the challenges the
country faces to keep the engine revving in an
industry that accounts for about 12 percent of
annual economic output and more than one in
ten jobs.

Competition from lower-cost southeastern
European markets, a shift to electric vehicles and
global trade tensions are among the headwinds
buffeting the small central European nation as
automakers mull where to launch future produc-

tion lines. Volkswagen itself is looking at building
a new plant in eastern Europe, with trade publi-
cations citing Bulgaria, Serbia and Turkey as the
most likely locations.

While David found a job at another carmaker,
the layoffs at the Bratislava plant, which also
makes the Audi Q7 and Q8 models, have put the
government on alert. “To use a car metaphor, we
see a warning light, we don’t need to take the car
for a general repair yet,” economy minister Peter
Ziga told Reuters.

“We have 300,000 people working in the car
sector (directly and indirectly). Should anything
happen to them it would be serious.”

The uncertainty has spurred unions, which
have previously pushed for big wage increases,
to change tack. “At the moment, we do not focus
on salaries, the priority is job stability,” Volkswa-
gen union chief Zoroslav Smolinsky told Reuters.
“We need to wait out the worse times and wait
for the better times.”

Competitive edge 
Seeking to bolster an auto industry that ac-

counts for 44 percent of industrial output and 40
percent of exports, the government has ap-
proved subsidies to boost the sale of electric
cars and announced tax breaks of up to 200
percent of the amount invested in research and

development. But at the same time, moves to
raise the minimum wage and increase bonuses
for night shifts introduced last year are making
Slovakia less competitive, said Jan Pribula, sec-
retary general of the Slovak Automotive Industry
Association.

“This is the time when companies are decid-
ing who gets new models in seven years,” said
Pribula, whose group represents Slovakia’s four
carmakers - Volkswagen, PSA Group, Kia Mo-
tors and Jaguar Land Rover - along with suppli-
ers, research institutes and importers. — Reuters 
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Warning light flashing for 
Slovakia’s auto industry

Shift to electric cars, trade tensions add to challenges

BRATISLAVA: An assembly line at Volkswagen’s Bratislava factory

Facebook services 
back online after 
worldwide outage
SAN FRANCISCO: Facebook said it was “back at 100 per-
cent” Wednesday evening after an outage on all of its services
affected users in various parts of the world.

Online monitoring service DownDetector reported earlier
the outage began around 1200 GMT and affected Facebook as
well as its Instagram and WhatsApp services.

“The issue has since been resolved and we should be
back at 100 percent for everyone,” the company tweeted at
0006 GMT yesterday adding they were sorry for “any in-
convenience.”

A Facebook spokesperson, also speaking on behalf of Insta-
gram and WhatsApp, explained that a “routine maintenance op-
eration” accidentally triggered a bug that made it difficult for
users to upload or send photos and videos, US media reported.
#Facebookdown and #instagramdown were trending on Twit-
ter as users around the world reported these apps were not
functioning. According to DownDetector, thousands of users
around the world were reporting outages, with Europe and
North America most impacted. Both individual users as well as
businesses and organizations were affected. “Yes, we are af-
fected by #instagramdown, too,” the CIA tweeted during the
outage. “No, we didn’t cause it. No, we can’t fix yours. Did you
try turning it off and back on again?”

Earlier this year, an outage lasting as long as 24 hours that
hit Facebook services was blamed on a “server configuration
change.” The March 13 outage was believed to be the worst
ever for the internet giant, which reaches an estimated 2.7 bil-
lion people with its core social network, Instagram and mes-
saging applications. The company did not immediately respond
to an AFP query on Wednesday’s outage. — AFP 

Saudi Arabia raises
$3.4bn in debut 
eurobond issue
RIYADH: Saudi Arabia has raised three billion euros ($3.4 bil-
lion) in its first euro-denominated bond sale, the government
said Wednesday, as the petro-state taps new funds to plug a
budget deficit. The finance ministry announced the “successful
completion of the first offering of an international bond denom-
inated in the euro currency... with a total issue of 3 billion euros”.

The world’s top crude exporter, which had previously only
issued bonds denominated in dollars, has posted budget
deficits since oil prices crashed in 2014. The order book for
the bond sale “peaked at 13.5 billion euros, which was 4.5
times oversubscribed,” the ministry said in a statement. The
bonds are split into an eight-year tranche offering a 0.78 per-
cent yield and 20-year notes yielding 2.04 percent, it added.
“One of the advantages of offering a euro bond is to increase
the diversity of investors,” said Finance Minister Mohammed
Al-Jadaan.  

“The very high demand has shown that the strength of
Saudi Arabia enables it to enter multiple markets”.  Riyadh has
posted an accumulated budget shortfall of $313 billion over
the past five years and projects another substantial deficit for
2019. The government announced an expansionary budget this
year as it seeks to boost the economy and diversify away from
oil revenue.  Saudi Arabia has sought to raise money through
the debt markets to help fund its economic transformation pro-
gram. To generate additional sources of income, the kingdom
has also increased the prices of fuels and electricity, imposed
a five-percent value added tax (VAT) and levied duties on 11
million expatriates. — AFP 

William Hill plans  
4,500 job cuts

LONDON: British betting company William Hill yes-
terday said it planned to shut 700 shops with a loss of
4,500 jobs, blaming the UK government’s crackdown
on problem-gambling. Explaining its decision, William
Hill said that since the start of April, when the govern-
ment slashed the top wager for fixed-odds betting ma-
chines, “the company has seen a significant fall in...
revenues”. After pressure from campaigners and law-
makers to act on problem-gambling, the government
dramatically cut the maximum stake for a bet on termi-
nals allowing gamblers to bet every 20 seconds to £2
($2.5, 2.2 euros) from £100. — AFP

EPH buys Uniper’s 
assets in France

PRAGUE: Czech-based coal mining and energy group
EPH said yesterday it had signed a deal to buy the
French assets of German energy company Uniper, with-
out disclosing its value. It is buying Uniper’s “French
sales business, two gas-fired power plants in Saint-
Avold (Lorraine), two coal-fired power plants in Saint-
Avold and Gardanne (Provence),” EPH said in a
statement. Under the deal signed Thursday, EPH is also
buying the biomass power plant Provence 4 Biomasse
in Gardanne and Uniper’s French wind and solar power
plants. “We enter the French market with a strategic in-
tention to further develop the business of Uniper
France,” he added. — AFP
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